Cross-lingual text classi cation (CLTC) refers to the task of classifying documents in di erent languages into the same taxonomy of categories. An open challenge in CLTC is to classify documents for the languages where labeled training data are not available. Existing approaches rely on the availability of either high-quality machine translation of documents (to the languages where massively training data are available), or rich bilingual dictionaries for e ective translation of trained classi cation models (to the languages where labeled training data are lacking). This paper studies the CLTC challenge under the assumption that neither condition is met. That is, we focus on the problem of translating classi cation models with highly incomplete bilingual dictionaries. Specifically, we propose two new approaches that combines unsupervised word embedding in di erent languages, supervised mapping of embedded words across languages, and probabilistic translation of classi cation models. The approaches show signi cant performance improvement in CLTC on a benchmark corpus of Reuters news stories (RCV1/RCV2) in English, Spanish, German, French and Chinese and an internal dataset in Uzbek, compared to representative baseline methods using conventional bilingual dictionaries or highly incomplete ones.
INTRODUCTION
The massive amount of multilingual documents on the World Wide Web makes the cross-lingual text categorization (CLTC) problem increasingly important, whose solutions aim to provide organizational views of the data. Typically, CLTC refers to the task of Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. classifying documents in di erent languages using the same taxonomy of prede ned categories. The Reuters News Agency, for example, has been using the same taxonomy of subject topics to index International news stories in di erent languages. Automated classi cation of multilingual documents is obviously desirable for both cost saving and classi cation consistency.
The CLTC problem would be relatively easy to solve if we had a su cient amount of labeled training data for each language because most machine learning techniques for text classi cation have the exibility to be applied to any language. However, for many languages in the real world, a large quantity of human-labeled documents for training classi ers is often hard to obtain. Thus a natural solution is to train classi ers in a label-rich language and then apply the trained classi ers to documents in label-poor languages. For convenience let us denote the language that provides labeled documents for training classi ers as the source language, and the other languages that provide unlabeled test documents as the target languages. How to successfully apply the trained classi ers in the source language to documents in di erent target languages is the key question for research.
Existing CLTC methods di er in how to make the classi cation across languages. Bel et al. [2] presented an early e ort where they translated the target-language documents to the source language using an comprehensive bilingual dictionary, and then applied the classi ers in the source language to the translated documents. To reduce the computational cost, they only translated the topically important terms in those documents. Similarly, Ling et al. [13] also translated target-language documents (Chinese web pages) to a source language (English), and predicted their labels based the labels of the English documents which are similar to the translated versions of the Chinese documents.
Rigutini et al. [21] translated training documents from a source language to a target language instead, and applied an Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm to leverage unlabeled documents in the target language in addition. In the E-step the unknown labels were guessed for the target-language documents, and in the M-step the classi er parameters were updated based on both the (translated) training documents with true labels and the targetlanguage documents with guessed labels.
Wan [26] used machine translation (MT) systems to perform English-to-Chinese and Chinese-to-English translation of each document in a collection of labeled English and unlabeled Chinese documents. The original document (before translation) and its translated version were called the two views of the same documents. The two views of all the documents enabled a co-training algorithm to train and re-train classi ers both in English and Chinese alternately and iteratively. That is, it started with the labeled portion of the documents as the initial training set, and then added more and more classi er-assigned labels to the unlabeled portion of the documents for retraining. This process resulted in improved classi ers in both languages while human-labeled documents were available only in one language. With the help of machine translation, some recent works also solved CLTC via multiview learning methods, including majority voting [1] , multi-view co-regularization [8] and representation learning [9] .
Instead of translating documents as in the above approaches, Shi et al. [22] tried to translate classi cation models across languages. The source-language model of each category consisted of a bag of weighted terms, where the term weights were the learned model parameters based on labeled data. Then each term in the model was translated to the target language based on a comprehensive bilingual dictionary. To handle ambiguities (one-to-many mapping) in term translation, an EM algorithm was used to obtain the cross-lingual translation probabilities.
While the relevant literature has provided valuable insights about how to tackle the CLTC problem, existing methods have an implicit or explicit assumption in common, i.e., the availability of rich cross-lingual knowledge resources for each language pair of interest. By rich knowledge resources here we mean comprehensive bilingual dictionaries and MT systems for quality-translation of documents or classi cation models in the domains of interest. Such an assumption would signi cantly limit the generalization or applicability of those methods to a broad range of low-resource languages. In fact, except the dominating or most common languages (like English, French, Spanish, etc.), the majority of languages in the real world often do not have large quantities of comprehensive cross-lingual dictionaries or high-quality MT systems to support CLTC in every possible domain of interest. This fact makes the CLTC challenge wildly open, i.e., we must solve the problem without relying on the availability of rich cross-lingual knowledge resources. How do we get there? Existing research in CLTC has not answered this question. This paper focuses on the open challenge of low-resource CLTC, especially under the condition where the bilingual dictionaries are highly incomplete and very small in size. We further narrow down our focus on translating classi cation models across languages instead of translating documents, as the former is computationally much more e cient than the latter (when the document collections are very large), and often the solutions of the former can be easily generalized to the latter in principle.
We propose a new approach that combines the strengths of unsupervised word embedding in multilingual documents, supervised mapping of embedded words across languages for bilingual dictionary extension, and probabilistic aggregation of word alignments for translating classi cation models. Our idea is partly inspired by the recent research in distributional word embedding with multilingual documents or parallel text [3, 5, 24] and the application to a variety of tasks, including machine translation [27] , cross-lingual word alignment [11, 17, 25, 23] , dependency parsing [4, 7, 6, 23] and more.
Although CLTC has become the standard benchmark to evaluate multilingual word embeddings [10, 20] , the purpose is not to induce a state-of-art cross-lingual classi er, but rather to examine the informativeness of the induced representations. In our experiments, we nd that the simple way to train cross-lingual classier in [10, 20] is sub-optimal. In this work, however, we focus on making accurate CLTC predictions, especially under low resource conditions. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our word-embedding based methods for bilingual dictionary extension, as a component of our approach. Section 3 describes our method for probabilistic translation of classi cation models. Section 4 outlines our controlled experiments for evaluating the proposed approach in comparison with a representative baseline, on a multilingual benchmark data set (RCV2) under simulated lowresource conditions and an internal dataset in a real low-resource language. Section 5 analyzes the experiment results and section 6 concludes with the major ndings in this paper.
CROSS-LINGUAL DICTIONARY EXTEN-SION
We explore two new approaches to statistical extension of bilingual dictionaries for CLTC, conditioned on the availability of a small-sized (incomplete) dictionary per language pair. Both methods combine strengths of unsupervised word embedding in each language and supervised or semi-supervised mapping of words across languages. The two methods di er in how to establish the mapping. The rst method, regularized linear regression or Ridge regression (RidgeReg), uses supervised learning to obtain a set of ridge regression models for cross-lingual word mapping, where the true translation pairs of words in the initial dictionary are treated as labeled training pairs. The second is a transductive learning method that jointly leverages both labeled and unlabeled word pairs across two languages in the optimization of the mapping. We call it the Transductive Label Propagation (TransLP) approach. Neither methods have been studied for dictionary extension in CLTC, to our knowledge. In addition to the two methods we propose, we also include a representative state-of-art proposed by Faruqui and Chris [3] , which we call the Canonical Correlation Analysis(CCA) method, and a simple and intuitive baseline for comparison, which we call the k Nearest Neighbor (kNN) method.
Regularized Linear Regression (RidgeReg)
Word embedding has been a hot topic in recent machine learning and was found e ective in capturing semantic similarities among words when trained on large document collections. It discovers a vector representation of each word based on its co-occurrence patterns with other words, and enables inference about some semantic relations via simple operations. For example, vector(England) -vector(London) would be similar to vector(China) -vector(Beijing) [19] . More interestingly, Mikolov et al. [17] showed that such linear relations exist in di erent languages, and the relations can be easily translated across languages using multivariate linear regression.
Intrigued by this line of work we propose to extend an existing (small-sized) bilingual dictionary via cross-lingual regression over embedded words. Denote by D = {(xi, zi)} n i=1 the given bilingual dictionary, where xi ∈ R d 1 is the vector representation of word i in the source language and zi ∈ R d 2 is the vector representation of word j in the target language with equivalent meaning. Using the word pairs in the dictionary as the labeled training set, we can learn a transformation matrix with the following objective function:
Here W is the unknown matrix we want to optimize; the rst term in the function is the training-set loss, and the second is the regularization term, to avoid over tting on the training data. Notice that optimizing W row-by-row is equivalent to solving a series of ridge regression problems. The problem in (1) has a closed-form solution given by
where
Once W is learned based on the training set, we can use it to map any x which may be unseen in D to vector z = W x in the target space. Then we can nd the target-language words as the translations of word x if those words are among the k nearest neighbors of vector z. We treat k as a hyper parameter of this method, which could be tuned via cross-validation; in our empirical evaluation we nd performance is not sensitive to the choice of k and set it to 10 for all experiments. We use the cosine similarity as the nearness measure among vectors.
Transductive Label Propagation (TransLP)
Although ridge regression is a natural choice for establishing a linear mapping of embedded words across languages, it does not explore the power of non-linear transformation. Also it only leverages the labeled data (the true translation pairs of words in the given dictionary), but not the vastly available unlabeled words in both the source language and the target language. To broaden the scope of our investigation, we propose a transductive label propagation (TransLP) approach for a non-linear crosslingual mapping and for utilizing both labeled and unlabeled data during training.
TransLP is a semi-supervised learning framework that has been developed recently for bipartite link prediction based on multisource relations [14] . The key idea is to use the graph product operations (such as the Kronecker product) to combine relational information in multi-source graphs, and then to propagate the label information in the observed (labeled) links to the unknown (unlabeled) links over the product graph. Adapting this idea to cross-lingual mapping of embedded words, we want to propagate the labels of the known translation pairs of words (in the provided dictionary) to the unknown pairs based on word-word similarities within both the source language and the target language.
Denote by G ∈ R |V |×|V | and by H ∈ R |V |×|V | the word similarity graphs within the source and target languages, respectively, where G ii encodes the similarity between word i and word i in the source language, and H jj encodes the similarity between word j and word j in the target language. Speci cally, we construct these graphs by computing the pairwise cosine similarities for the embedded words within each language . We further de ne the induced similarity between the cross-lingual links (i, j) and (i , j ) as G ii H jj , which means that the two links should have similar labels (as word translation pairs or not) if the embeddings of words i and i are similar in the source language and if embeddings of words j and j are similar in the target language. An illustration of TransLP with some toy data is shown in gure 1
Denote by Fij the system-predicted score for cross-lingual link (i, j). Intuitions above can be encoded in the following Gaussian random eld prior over
where vec is the vectorization operator that concatenates the columns of a matrix into a single vector, G ⊗ H stands for the Kronecker product of G and H.
Our optimization objective is de ned as
where regularization r(F ) corresponds to the negative likelihood of the Gaussian random eld prior de ned by (3)
where † stands for matrix pseudoinverse.
One may choose any loss function in (4), such as squared error (x, y) := (x − y)
2 , the indicator function 1 {·} equals 1 if (xi, zj) ∈ D and equals zero otherwise. The rst term in (4) encourages our predictions to t the observed labels, and the second term encourages the predicted values to have a smooth propagation with respect to the similarities among cross-lingual word pairs.
Optimizing (4) would be extremely expensive when |V | and |V | are large. To speedup, we propose to reduce the computational complexity via low-rank approximations. More specically, we approximate G and H with their leading eigenvectors U ∈ R |V |×k 1 and V ∈ R |V |×k 2 , and restrict matrix F within the linear span of those eigenvectors
For sparse graphs, both U and V can be obtained via power iteration algorithm in linear complexity over |V | and |V |. The regularization term in (4) can be simpli ed as
We then solve the following optimization problem with a substantially reduced number of model parameters
It is not hard to verify that optimization problem (15) is convex over the αij's. Since typically k1, k2 min{|V |, |V |}, each gradient update for the above optimization only takes O(|V | + |V |) ops. We empirically nd it su cient to set k1 ≤ 500, k2 ≤ 500 for good performance in practice.
Baselines

Canonical Correlation Analysis(CCA)
We follow the work of Faruqui and Chris [3] as comparison for our proposed methods with state-of-art approach of cross-lingual word embeddings. They used canonical correlation analysis(CCA) for incorporating multilingual evidence into vectors generated monolingually. Given mapped monolingual word vectors X and Z as de ned in (2), CCA rst seeks v and w such that:
v T X, w T Z are called the rst canonical variate pair. We further seeks vectors maximizing the same correlation but subject to the constraint that they are to be uncorrelated with the rst canonical variate pair. This process may continue to d times, where d = min(d1, d2). The resulting matrix V ∈ R d 1 ×d and W ∈ R are used to map any source word vector x and target word vector z, which may not appear in the bilingual dictionary, to a uni ed space:
We apply the same procedure to nd translations in the uni ed vector space as described in 2.1.
K-Nearest Neighbor (kNN)
As an intuitive and simple baseline for comparison, the kNN approach for bilingual dictionary extension is de ned as the following. For each word pair (w , w) in the initial bilingual dictionary where w is a word in the source language and w is a true translation of w in the target language, we extend the dictionary by adding the k words most similar to w in the target language as the valid translations of word w . Symmetrically, we do such kNN extension for word w in the source language as well. Notice that each word has a vector representation obtained by applying word embedding to each language, and that the similarity between each word pair in the language is measured by the cosine of the corresponding vectors.
CLASSIFICATION MODEL TRANSLA-TION
Cross-lingual Naive Bayes(CLNB)
Given a bilingual dictionary (extended using the methods in the above section), we want to translate the classi cation models trained on the labeled documents in the source language to the target language. We use a standard multinomial Naïve Bayes (NB) as the classi cation method [15] because the probabilistic model parameters allow easy translation of NB models in a probabilistic manner 1 . Given document d in the target language, the conditional probability of d being generated from category c is given by:
Since P (d) is independent of c, the denominator of (17) can be ignored when predicting category labelŷ for document d aŝ
where C is the candidate set of category labels, and P (d|c) is the probability of document d conditioned on category c. The latter is proportional to the product of word probabilities under the independence assumption:
For engaging with cross-lingual translation probabilities, we specify word probability P (w|c) to be decomposed as:
where word w is any word in the source language, P (w |c) is the probability of source word conditioned on category c, and P (w|w , c) is the translational probability form w to w conditioned on category c. Given a training set of labeled documents in the source language with the vocabulary size of V , conditional probability P (w |c) is typically estimated with Laplace smoothing as:
where T c,w be the number of occurrences of word w in the training documents from category c. As for category prior, we just use the Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) ofP (c) =
Nc N where N is the size of the labeled training set and Nc is the number of labeled documents in category c. We assume the category priors are the same in both the source and the target languages.
Now the missing part we need for completing formula (20) is P (w|w , c). Denoting by D the given bilingual dictionary, we set P (w|w , c) = 0 if pair (w , w) ∈ D; otherwise, we estimate it using cross-lingual word similarities with normalization as:
where D(w ) is the set of target-language words as the translations of source word w in the dictionary; sim(w, w ) is the similarity score given by dictionary extension methods for target word w and source word w . Our model translation method is computationally very e cient. At testing time, P (w|c) is rst computed according to equation (20) and stored. Then the classi er makes predictions following equations (18) and (19) in the same way as in standard monolingual Naïve Bayes classi ers. In practice, it takes less than a second to run our CLTC method over a test collection of a few thousand documents.
A potential weakness of our method, on the other hand, is in its approximation of P (w|w , c) ≈ P (w|w ). That is, the word embedding components we used and the cross-lingual mapping of embedded words are not category-sensitive. We leave the categorysensitive enhancement of our approach to future research.
Baselines
Cross-Lingual Mixture Model(CLMM)
The method by Shi et al. [22] also estimates P (w|w , c) to translate their classi cation model from source language to target language. They exploited the readily available unlabeled data in the target language via semi-supervised learning. To summarize, they optimize θ = P (w|w , c) to maximize the following log-likelihood:
where p(w |c) and p(c) are learned from training data in source language and viewed as x parameters; d ∈ D(d) represents all possible document d translated from d according to dictionary D. Note that the model assumes the availability of certain amount of unlabeled documents in target language(i.e. Du). Those documents are further required to belong to the same taxonomy of data in source language. Those assumptions may not hold in the low-resource scenario. On the other hand, our proposed model is capable of utilizing more accessible general-purpose monolingual corpus(e.g. Wikipedia) to propagate existing bilingual dictionary.
Dimension Reduction(DR)
The method was used to show the e ectiveness and informativeness of cross-lingual word embeddings [10, 20] . Suppose we have U niversal_V ec as the learned word representation for both source language and target language. U niversal_V ec(w) returns the vector for any word w in either languages. Instead of using sparse bag-of-word feature for documents, we represent each document d in both source and target language as w∈d tf idf (w) · U niversal_V ec(w)
Using the uni ed representation, model trained on source data could be directly applied on target data. In our experiment, we implemented this method with the output vector from RidgeReg. The classi er was chosen to be an averaged perceptron 2 as used in [10, 20] . We denote this baseline as DR.RidgeReg in the following evaluation.
EMPIRICAL EVALUATION DESIGN
Our experiments include the evaluation of the proposed methods in bilingual dictionary extension (as a sub-task), and in crosslingual text classi cation as the end-to-end evaluation. We xed English as source language. Since it is hard to obtain a large labeled dataset in real low-resource language, we used Spanish, French, German and Chinese available in RCV2 [12] to simulate low-resource condition. For completeness, we also include another smaller internal dataset in Uzbek, a real low-resource language, to prove the e ectiveness of our methods.
Evaluation for bilingual dictionary extension
We obtained online bilingual dictionaries from English to Spanish, French and German via MyMemory 3 and from English to Chinese via CC-CEDICT 4 . The English-Uzbek dictionary was given in the internal dataset. The dictionary sizes are measured using the number of word translation pairs, as summarized in Table 1 ; the branching factor means the average number of translated words in the target language per source word.
For word embedding in English, we directly used the pre-trained vectors on a Google News dataset 5 . For the other languages, we Table 2 summarizes sizes of these monolingual corpora. 
To simulate the low-resource conditions we sub-sampled 1%, 10%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of the translation pairs in each bilingual dictionary. Speci cally, for each xed percentage we randomly sub-sampled 10 times from the pool, and averaged the performance scores of each method over these ten samples. Each sample was further split into subsets of 50% for training, 25% for validation set (for tuning parameters) and 25% for testing. For all runs, the λ of RidgeReg was set to 1 and γ of TransLP was set to 10 −6 . We evaluated the performance on each test set using a ranking metric. That is, we treated each target-language word in the test set as query, and its true translation in the source language as the relevant items. For each true translation pair, we randomly sampled 100 words in the source language as the irrelevant items. The union of all the relevant and irrelevant items of each query form the candidate set for the query. Each candidate was scored by one of the dictionary extension methods (RidgeReg, TransLP, CCA or kNN). By sorting the scores with respect to each query we obtained a ranked list per query. We then evaluated the ranked lists using the mean average precision (MAP), which is conventional in evaluation of retrieval systems. The MAP scores range from 0 to 1; higher MAP means the better performance.
Evaluation of the CLTC performance
RCV1/RCV2 Dataset
We used the Reuters RCV1/RCV2 [12] benchmark corpora for this part of the evaluation. RCV1 contains a large number of English news stories and each document belongs to at least one topical category. RCV2 includes news stories in several languages (including the four "low-resource" languages in our study) with topic labels in the same taxonomy. However, the document collections are not parallel, i.e., they are not translations of each other. We used a subset of the English, French and German documents and all the available documents in Spanish and Chinese in our experiments. The statistics of these datasets are shown in table 4. All the topic categories in RCV2 are covered by the set of categories contained in RCV1. The average number of topic labels per document in RCV1 and RCV2 is about 3, thus we have a multi-label classi cation problem to solve. We trained and translated binary classi er for each individual topic category, and we evaluated the performance in the F1 measure (micro-averaged and macro-averaged), which has been conventional in text classi cation [12] .
Uzbek Dataset
The internal dataset of Uzbek contains two genres of documents: news articles and discussion forum in both English and Uzbek. Thus we have a binary classi cation problem. The statistics of each category in English and Uzbek are shown in table 5.
Cross Validation
For both RCV1/RCV2 and Uzbek dataset, we used 5-fold cross validation and split both source and target documents into 5 folds. For each run we trained a classi cation model with 3 folds of training data in the source language, then we evaluated the cross-lingual classi cation results on one fold of the data (the test set) in the target language. Using the same fold splits, we also trained, validated and tested the classi cation model directly using the labeled data in the target language, which provides the upper bound performance for model translation. We use MonoTrain to denote this upper bound in section 5. Figure 2 shows the performance curves of RidgeReg, TransLP, CCA and kNN in dictionary extension for ve language pairs, where we used MAP@5 as the metric. For all dictionary sizes and language pairs, TransLP and RidgeReg substantially outperformed CCA and kNN. For larger dictionary size, TransLP further outperformed RidgeReg, while RidgeReg substantially outperformed TransLP for extremely small dictionary size(1% of full size). The performance of RidgeReg got worse as the size of dictionary grows for all languages except for Chinese, this may be due to the fact that we used xed regularization weight(λ) and slightly su ered from over-tting for larger dictionary sizes. It is also obvious that the performance of English-Uzbek is worse than four other language pairs. We believe the reason is the relatively smaller size of monolingual corpus(see table 2 ). In table 3, we present some examples of English words with their predicted translations in other ve languages. It could be veri ed that in most cases the rst few extended word pairs are exact translational equivalence. Some predicted translations are very close in meanings, but not identical. For example "style" has been predicted with "baustil"("architecture" in German). It is also interesting to see sometimes the predicted word pairs captured cross-lingual antonyms, like "公用" ("public" in Chinese) was linked with "private". These results are highly informative for understanding the importance of choosing the right method for bridging the language barriers. Figures 3 and 4 show the end-to-end evaluation results on RCV1/ RCV2 of our proposed methods and baselines in simulated lowresource conditions for the four target languages (Chinese, Spanish, German and French) with shared source language (English). Figure 5 shows the result in similar setting for Uzbek dataset. We also include the model translation using non-extended dictionaries, which is named as DictOnly.
RESULTS ANALYSIS
Bilingual Dictionary Extension
CLTC
Intuitively, the quality of bilingual dictionary should have signi cant impact on CLTC performance. In general the end-to-end evaluation results are consistent with the ones of dictionary extension. However, there are some inconsistencies between RidgeReg and TransLP and between CCA and kNN on two tasks. For example, for dictionary extension, RidgeReg performed better than TransLP at smaller dictionary size but worse at larger dictionary size. However in Spanish and Uzbek, RidgeReg classi ed documents better than TransLP at all dictionary sizes. A possible reason would be that for dictionary extension, we require extended word pairs to be exact translational equivalence, while in CLTC it is acceptable to have translations with close but not exactly the same meanings.
On RCV1/RCV2, TransLP and RidgeReg signi cantly outperformed CCA and kNN, which shows our proposed dictionary extension methods are better suitable for CLTC task than the stateof-art multilingual word embedding techniques and intuitive heuristic. The relative advantage of our methods is even more pronounced when the dictionary sizes are small, which means that these methods are particularly helpful with sparse training data and in lowresource conditions. For the simpler task on Uzbek dataset, RidgeReg outperforms all other methods by a large margin. Again, the advantage is more obvious when the dictionary sizes are small.
Another important observation we could draw from both datasets is that CLNB with RidgeReg, TransLP and kNN all substantially outperformed the results of DictOnly, even when the dictionary is relatively comprehensive. This implies that directly using bilingual dictionaries alone is sub-optimal for CLTC, but using them to establish the mapping among multilingual word embeddings is a winning strategy. For example, with RidgeReg using only 5% to 10% of the dictionaries, we obtained much higher scores in CLTC than that of DictOnly using 100% of the dictionaries in the experiments for all the language pairs. Table 6 compares the performance of our methods (CLNB. RidgeReg, CLNB. TransLP) with that of the method (CLMM) by Shi et al. [22] and the method (DR.RidgeReg) originally proposed by Klementiev et al. and followed by Lauly et al. [10, 20] . The experiments were conducted in two datasets and under the condition that each method used the full-sized bilingual dictionaries(i.e. same crosslingual knowledge). Recall that CLMM was originally evaluated under the conditions of using full-sized human-de ned dictionaries, so we conducted this comparative evaluation under the same We also include the performance of kNN and DictOnly for reference. Both our methods performed comparable or better than CLMM in both datasets and in all language pairs, which shows that although designed for low-resource situations, our proposed methods could reach or beat the performance of state-of-art designed for rich-resource scenario. The result is not surprising because our methods are capable of utilizing large and generalpurpose monolingual corpus in addition to bilingual dictionary. Another advantage of our methods is e ciency, CLMM is signif- Table 6 : Performance of CLNB, kNN, DictOnly, CLMM, DR using full-sized dictionaries: the results are presented in the format of "Macroaveraged F1/Micro-averaged F1"; bold-face indicates are the best scores for each target language. icantly slower than CLNB. TransLP or CLNB. RidgeReg at testing phrase. For CLMM, the prediction time complexity is V × (branching factor of dictionary), while the time complexity for CLNB. TransLP and CLNB. RidgeReg is only the averaged number of features(words) for each test data(document). For our setting, CLMM is hundreds of times slower than CLNB, which makes the large-scale evaluation with varying dictionary size intractable for CLMM.
Another interesting comparison is between the di erent ways of CLTC given multilingual word embeddings. As we could observe from the performance of CLNB.RidgeReg and DR.RidgeReg on RCV1/RCV2, using cross-lingual word similarity to translate the classi cation model works signi cantly better than using weighted summation of word vectors as document representation. However, for the simpler task on the Uzbek dataset, the two methods shared similar performance. Therefore, CLNB is always the optimal choice of CLTC, especially for more practical and complicated problems.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we present the rst study on classi cation model translation for CLTC under low-resource conditions. We propose a set of new approaches to the extension of bilingual dictionaries via multilingual word embedding and cross-lingual statistical mapping of the embedded words. Experiments on RCV1/RCV2 multilingual document collections and a real low-resource language corpus provide strong evidence for promising performance of our approaches. We hope this study is informative for a new and exciting direction in CLTC research. Future directions include to develop powerful methods for cross-lingual model translation with a broader range of classi ers, and to enable categorysensitive model translation, multi-scale model translation, and multiscale category-sensitive word embedding. 
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